SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

The Program is subject to the following requirements:

- You must post an episodic pilot script on www.blcklst.com (“Site”) for at least one week during the Program Submission Period and opt in to the Program Submission Call.
- Such script must be wholly original to you.
- You must be the sole and exclusive author of the script submitted for consideration.
- You must be competent to contract and over the age of 18.
- You must not have earned more than $25,000 in the aggregate in connection with any prior television writing work.
- If the script is written by a team consisting of one or more writers, each member of that writing team must comply with these Submission Requirements, including agreeing to the Submission Agreement as described below.
- You must agree to these Submission Requirements, all terms relating to the Program posted on the Site, and the Submission Agreement, which governs the submission of your script. The Submission Agreement includes important terms and conditions (including arbitration of disputes) you should read before accepting.
- If selected for participation in the Program, you must be available to participate in the Program in Los Angeles on October 3 - October 29, 2020. Please note, in the event you are selected but are not able to attend the Program on such dates, The Black List will have the right, but not the obligation to offer participation in the Program to someone else.
- If requested, you must submit the following, which are also governed by the Submission Agreement by a date to be determined by The Black List:
  - a one-page biography and personal statement;
  - a resume;
  - contact and other personal information; and
  - signed originals of the Submission Agreement

The Black List, LLC reserves the right to choose no candidate for participation in the Program if, in the opinion of The Black List, LLC, no entry is of sufficient merit.